Eye and head coupled and dissociated movements during orientation to a double step visual target displacement.
Tight coupling between eye and head movements has been observed in response to a single visual target offset. On this basis, when the visual stimulus consists of two successive steps in the same (horizontal) direction, either increasing in eccentricity (staircase) or decreasing in eccentricity (pulse-step) gaze should be due to concomitant eye and head angular displacement. That is, the eyes and head should aim at each target displacement so that their combined movement matches target offset. We have tested this hypothesis in five healthy subjects. The measured variables were head and gaze offset, the interval between two consecutive saccades from onset to onset (I) and the response delay between onset of the second step and onset of the first gaze saccade (D). With both staircase and pulse-step stimuli, the eye saccade preceded the head movement, and the gaze response either had the stimulus profile pattern or consisted of one gaze saccade to the final target offset. In response to staircase stimuli, I decreased concomitantly with an increase in D; with pulse-step stimuli, as D increased, I decreased slightly in three subjects and decreased markedly in two subjects. Dissociation between the eye and head movements could clearly be demonstrated with pulse-step stimuli: the first gaze saccade to the target pulse displacement was accompanied by a head movement to the target step offset. We also observed cases in which the gaze saccade to the target step displacement was made simultaneously with the head movement to the target pulse offset. Our study extends previous observations in head fixed condition and illustrates that in the majority of cases, when the head is free and a visual pulse step stimulus is presented, both the saccadic and head systems have the ability to modify or cancel the initial neural command to move to the first target displacement. When this modification takes place in only one system, eye and head movements are dissociated.